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A great deal of work has been done for groups of * -automorphisms of operator 
algebras. Especially, relations between groups of von Neumann algebras and their 
invariant normal states have been studied by many authors. Above all, KOVÁCS 
and Szűcs [5] showed that for a von Neumann algebra M and a group G of auto-
morphisms of M, to have a separating family of G-invariant normal states (that is, 
M is G-finite), it is necessary and sufficient that there is a unique faithful normal 
(7-invariant projection of norm 1 from M onto the fixed algebra MG under G. In 
[12], E. STORMER introduced a new equivalence ((/-equivalence) on the projections 
in a von Neumann algebra M on a Hilbert space § with a unitarily implemented 
group G of *-automorphisms which coincides with the one defined by H O P F [4] in 
the cr-finite abelian case and, in the general case, it includes the one due to MURRAY 
a n d VON NEUMANN [6]. 
Let g-*Ug be a unitary representation of G on § such that UgMU*=M for 
all g£G. Stormer calls two projections e and / in M (/-equivalent ( e ~ / ) if for each 
g£G there exists an element ag(iM such that 
2a* g a„ = e and 
g€G g€G 
By using the cross product of M and G, he showed that this relation is in fact a n ' 
equivalence relation, and if M is tr-finite, then M is G~finite (that is, l ~ e , then 
e = 1) if and only if M has a G-invariant faithful normal trace and that M is G ~ semi-
finite (M has sufficiently many G~finite projections) if and only if M has a faithful 
normal G-invariánt semi-finite trace. 
Recently, using Ryll-Nardzewski's fixed point theorem [3, 7], F . J . YEADON 
gave an elegant proof of the existence of a trace in a finite von Neumann algebra 
[15]. It is suggestive that this method" of functional analysis may be very useful 
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for further studies of automorphism groups and their invariant maps of von Neumann 
algebras also. 
The present author [8] gave a characterization of the finiteness of von Neumann 
algebras using weakly relatively compact subsets of their preduals and STBRMER 
[13] showed, roughly speaking, that a von Neumann algebra with a group G of 
*-automorphisms is G-finite if and only if for each <p in M^ (the predual of M), 
the orbit of <p under G is weakly relatively compact in M^. 
In this paper, we shall give some kind of a Banach space like characterization 
of the G ~ finiteness of a von Neumann algebra M with a group G of »-automor-
phisms of M, using weakly relatively compact subsets of the predual M^ which is a 
generalization of a theorem of HAJIAN and KAKUTANI [18 , 19], more precisely to say, 
we shall prove 
T h e o r e m 1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a group G of *-auto-
morphisms of M and let G be the group generated algebraically by G and the group 
of inner automorphisms of M. Then M is G~ f in i te (see the definition below) if and 
only if for every weakly relatively compact subset K of the predual M^, the set 
{cp og\(pZK, gdG) is also weakly relatively compact. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 1 is concerned with the comparability 
theorem for projections relative to the «£ equivalence (the abelian case was proved by 
ST0RMER [11, Lemma 2.7]). Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1 and 
contains related corollaries. 
1. ~ equivalence and the comparability theorem. Let M be a von Neumann algeb-
ra acting on a Hilbert space § and G be a group of * -automorphisms of M defined 
by a-*ag, a£M, g£G. Since we can consider G as a discrete group, there is a faithful 
covariant representation (U, n) of (M, G) on a Hilbert space § such that n(aq) = 
= U*n(a)Ug for each g£G and a£M [20, Definition 3.1]. Since our discussions on 
weakly relatively compact subsets of the predual of M and others are independent of 
representations of M, .we may always assume without loss of generality that M 
"acts on § and there is a unitary representation of G on § such that a3=U*aUg 
for each g£G and a£M. 
D e f i n i t i o n ([12]). For any pair of projections e and / in M, we write e ~ / 
if for each g£G there exists an a g ^ M such that 
/= 2U*a*agUg. gZG giG 
We write e<C/ or f £ e , if e&e'^f for some projection e' in M. 
For each s£G, let § s be a Hilbert space with the same dimension as § and Js 
be a linear isometry of § onto Let § be the direct sum of § s f o r j£G.-Any bounded 
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linear operator R on § is represented by a matrix (RS:,)5£G,where Rs t=J*RJ, 
(bounded linear operator on §). For any a£M, let n{a) be the operator on § such 
that Rs ,=Ss la for all s and Mn G where <5S , is Kronecker's symbol, n is a »-iso-
morphism of M onto the von Neumann algebra {n(a)\a€_M}=M. For any g£G, 
let t)g be the unitary operator on § defined by the matrix (Rs ,) with Rs t = 0 if 
st^g, Rgt:t=Ug for all t£G. Then g~^Ug is a unitary representation of G on § 
such that 7t(U*aUg) = Ogn(a)Og for all g£G and a€M. Now let MxG be the 
von-Neumann algebra generated by M and {0g\ g<zG}. ST0RMER proved the fol-
lowing: 
0 
L e m m a 1. ([12]) For any pair ofprojections in M,e~f if and only if n(e)~n(f) 
in MxG (~is the Murray—von Neumann equivalence relation). Thus, the relation 
~ is an equivalence relation. 
By the above lemma, £ is additive, that is, for any pair of orthogonal fa-
milies of projections {ea} and { / J in M with ex ~ f for each a, we have Zxex ~ Zxfx. 
Next, we shall show the comparability theorem which plays a central role in our 
theory and whose proof is a modification of the one given by STORMER in the 
abelian case. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let MG be the fixed subalgebra of M under G, then for any 
pair e and f of projections in M, there is a projection z in MGC\Z (Z is the center of M) 
such that ezjifz and e ( l - z ) % / ( l - z ) . 
In order to prove this, we need some lemmas. 
L e m m a 2. For any projection e in M, let zG(e) be the smallest projection in 
•MGC\Z majorizing e. Then zG(e) is the maximal projection f such that f = I a f x , 
/a/a'=0 («5^«'), and for each a, there are a projection ex in M with e„Se and gadG 
such.that U*exUg=f. 
P r o o f . Let {/a} be a maximal orthogonal family of projections in M such that 
for each a, there exists a projection ea in M with ex^e and gx£G such that C/*^ £7^= 
= f . Putting f = I f x , we shall show zG(e) = / . First we claim that UgfU*=f for all g£G. 
In fact, if not, there is a g£G such that UgfU*{\-f)^0. Since 1 - f ^ f V U J U * -
—f~UgfUg-UgfU*Af?iO in usual equivalence in M, by [16, Lemma 1.7], 
there exist g0€G and a non-zero project ion/in M such t h a t / s 1 —/and U 0 a f U f . 
f = I f x implies that there is an a such that Ug fU*fa^0. Thus Ug fu*^ Ug fUg*~ 
- U j U g * A ( l - f ) ~ ( l - f ) y U g J U g * - ( l - f ^ f l in M and (1 - f ^ u J j U * -
—(1 —fx)5^0. By the same reason as above, there are a projection / with / = / in M 
and g'£G such that 1 - / ^ / ^ / ^ 0 and Ug.fU*,^fx. By the definition of fx, there 
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is a gx£G such that U*^exUg^=fx for some projection ea in M with ex^e. Hence if 
we put gxg'=g€G, then U-fU^ UgJx S ince /k 1 - / a n d / ^ 0 , ' { / / « } = 
=5 { / J , and this contradicts the maximality of { / J . Thus f=UgfU* for all g£G 
and f£MGC)Z. Moreover, we have f ^ e . In fact, if otherwise, 1 —/^eV/— 
— e A / ^ 0 (in M). Therefore, by the same argument as above, there are non-zero 
projections e ^ S e — e h f ) and / ¡ ( s i - / ) in M and g in 6G such that e x = U g f x U g , 
{/i»/cr}^ {/«}> a n d this is a contradiction. Thus e^f and zG(e)^f. The equality 
zG(e)=f is shown by the following: 
zG(e)f = £xzG(e)fx = ZxzG(e)Ul exUg„ = ZxUtzG(e)exUg, = 
= ZxUlexUg„ = Z J x = f . . 
This completes the proof.. 
L e m m a 3. Let e and f be projections in M. If zG(e)zG(f)^0, then there exist 
projections e, and f in M such that e^e, f = f and e ^ f . 
P r o o f . By Lemma 2, there are orthogonal families {/,} and {g^} of projec-
tions in Af such that for each pair of a and P,fxS^e, g ^ f , zG(e)=Zxfx, zG(f)=Zpgp. 
The assumption zG(e)zG( /)?i 0 implies f g p ^ O for. some a and /?. Therefore 
gp^(l-gp)Vfx-(i-gp)-fx-fxA(l-gp)^0 in the usual equivalence in M. Since 
~ equivalence implies ~ equivalence, we have e^-fx—fx!\(\ — — gp)Vfa— 
— (l—gp)^gpS^f which implies that there are non-zero projections ^ ( ^ e ) and 
, / i ( s / ) such that e j ^ / i . This completes the proof. 
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Certain standard arguments show the desired 
property [17, Theorem 3.1.1], but for the sake of completeness we sketch them. 
Let { e a , f x } be a maximal family of projections in M such that exex<=0, / a / a ' = 0 
(a^oc'), e .Se , / „ g / and exG fx for each a. Define e0 = Zxex and /„ = ZJX, then 
by Lemma 1, e 0 ~ / 0 . Putting = e — e0 and f =f—f0, then by the maximality of 
K , / « } we have zG(e1)zG(f1) = 0 by Lemma 3. Now put g = zG(e1). Then g£MG(~)Z 
• and f1^zG(f1)^l-zG(e1)^l-g, which implies that fg=f0g+f1g=f0g£ e0g^eg 
and e ( l - g ) = e 0 ( l - ^ ) + e 1 ( l - g ) = e 0 ( l - g ) ~ / 0 ( l - g ) ^ / ( l - g ) . This completes the 
proof. 
Using proposition 1, we have the following lemma the proof of which is an 
obvious modification of [10, 2.4.2]. 
L e m m a 4. If M is G^finite (that is, ife&l (e a projection), then e=l), then 
for any'pair, of projections f and h in M with f~h we have 1 —1—//. 
P r o o f . For 1—/ and 1 —h, there is a projection g in MGDZ such that 
( l - / ) g ^ O - / O i r and ( l - / ) ' ( ! T h u s there is a projection A 
in M such that (1 -h)g. This implies that g = ( l - f ) g + f g ° A + h g ^ g 
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and by the G~finiteness of g, we have g=f+hg, that is, f—gil—h) and 
(1 - — h)g. By the same argument, we have (1 —/)(1 — — h ) ( \ —g) and 
hence 1 — 1 — h. This completes the proof. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 and related corollaries. We begin with some ergodic type 
theorems needed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra M with a group of * -auto-
morphisms and let G be the group generated algebraically by G and the group of inner 
automorphisms. Then M.is G ~finite if and only if M is G-finite in the sense that 
there is a separating family of G-invariant normal functionals (G-invariant normal 
traces) on M, and consequently M is G~ f in i te if and only if MXG is finite in the 
usual sense. 
The cr-finite case of the above theorem was proved by STORMER [12, Lemma 11] 
by. using "cross product" techniques. Using Lemma 4, the proof of Theorem 2 is a 
straightforward modification of the one given by Y E A D O N [ 1 2 ] for finite W* -algeb-
ras. However, due to our more complicated G-equivalence, we sketch it for the 
sake of completeness. First we present two lemmas. • 
L e m m a 5. Let {ek} be an increasing sequence, of projections in M such that 
for some projection f in M, ek\f for each k. Then, for <? = sup {ek, ArS 1), we have 
r e<f 
P r o o f . Since <?x S^f there is a projection / i ( S / ) in M such that e ^ f . Now, 
by Lemma 4, e 2 -< / implies l - e 2 ^ l —/. By additivity of'G-equivalence we get 
l - e - j + i ^ l — / + / i , thus again by Lemma4, we have e2 — e ^ f - f which implies 
that there is a projection/2 in M which is orthogonal to fx and is equivalent to e2—e1. 
Thus by mathematical induction we can choose an orthogonal sequence { f ) of 
projections in M majorized b y / s u c h that 
©o • 
2 f i = f and ei+1-e,-~ft+1 f=i 
for each i- It follows that 
e = e1+2(el+1-ed& Z f i ^ f . i=i ;=i 
and eS^f. This completes the proof. 
Let be the predual of M, that is the set of all ultra-weakly continuous 
functionals on M and let (Tg(p)(a) = q>(U*aUg) <p€M+, a£M and g£G. Then Tg is 
a linear isometry of M+ onto M^. 
L e m m a 6. For any element (p in the set K={Tg<p\g£G} is a weakly 
• relatively compact subset of Mk. 
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P r o o f . If not, by [1, theorem II.2], there are an orthogonal sequence {<?„} 
of projections in M, a positive real number e and a sequence {g,,} in G such that 
(*) \<p{UlenUgn)\ ^ s for « = 1 , 2 , 3 , ... . 
Now put f„ = U*nenUg .Then /„ is a projection in Msuch that /„ <v <?„. Next we shall 
show that /„ —0 ( « - » ) strongly. Let pn = "2 em and qn= V fm, then {pn} and 
m = n m=n 
n + k 
{#„} are monotone decreasing sequences of projections in M. For any n, put rk— V fi 
' . ' i — » 
for each k. Then r ) I _ 1 A/„ + f c - / - f c _ 1 5 , /„ + J i -^_ 1 A/ n + i £ s /„ + k 5 , e„+k implies that n+k ., ~ 
r k = r k - i V fn+k~k 2 ei—Pn f o r a ' l k, thus, by Lemma 5, q„ = V Since M is 
i=n k=1 
G~finite, 1 —pn1 — 9,, 1 — f\ q„ for each n. Hence, again by Lemma 5, 
n = 1 
oo / oo \ oo 
1= v ( 1 - / 0 % 1 - A?» . t h a t i s A ?»=0- T h u s 9 . - 0 ("-"0 0) strongly and 
n = l v n = l J . /1 = 1 
q„^f„ for each n implies that fn— 0 (strongly) as n — Hence this contradicts the 
inequality (*) , and thus K is weakly relatively compact. This completes the proof. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. By Krein—Smulian's theorem [2, Theorem V.6.4], 
Q{(p), the strongly closed convex hull of the weakly relatively compact set K, is 
weakly compact. Since the group {Tg:giG} acting on Q(<p) is noncontracting, 
that is, 0 does not belong to the closure of {Tgip1 — Tg\p2\g£G} whenever ip19i*p2 
and \j/1, \p2 £ 2 (<?)> by the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem [3, 7], there is an 
element ipdQ(cp) such that Tg\p = ip for all g£G. If (pS0, then ip can be chosen to 
be non-negative. For any t^.M^{ = MGC\Z) with there is (p in M such that 
(p(t)^0: For this cp, we can choose,, by the above arguments, a ip€Q((p) invariant 
under G such that ip(t) = (p(t)^0. Thus by [5, Proposition 1] M is G-finite, that 
is, M has sufficiently many G-invariant normal states. The converse assertion is clear 
from the definitions, so the proof is complete. 
Before going into the proof of Theorem 1, we state here an ergodic type theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3. ([5]) A von Neumann algebra M with a group G of its * -automor-
phisms is G-finite (that is, there is a separating set of G-invariant normal states on M) 
if and only if there is a unique faithful normal G-invariant projection of norm one from 
M onto the fixed algebra M° under G. 
P r o o f . Let M+ be the predual of M. For every g£G and if we put 
(Tg(p)(a)=q>(ag) for all a£M, then Tg is an order-preserving, linear isometry of M ̂  
onto Let Q((p) = co(Tg<p |g€G) be the closed convex hull of (Tg<p\g£G) in M^. 
First we shall show that Q((p) is weakly compact. By the Krein—Smulian theorem 
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([2, Theorem V.6.4]), it suffices to prove that the bounded'set K={Tg<p\g£G} is 
weakly relatively compact. We claim that for any orthogonal sequence {pn} of 
non-zero projections in M, lim (Tg(p)(p^=0 uniformly for g£G. In fact, if not, 
there is a> sequence of mutually orthogonal non-zero projections {e„} in M, a posi-
tive number s and a sequence {g„} in G such that |<p(e®n)l=£ for all rt. First of all, 
we shall show that {e®"} is an infinite set. If not, there is a sequence of positive in-
tegers {nk} such that ei£fc = ej£° (£ = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) for some n0. For any G-invariant 
normal state ij/, 
He J = iKeiZ") = = '</>«>• 
By the orthogonality of {e„J, tp (e„j ») , which implies that \j/(e„^) = 0 for 
every G-invariant normal state ij/. Thus G-finiteness of M implies this is a 
contradiction and {egnn} 'is a relatively er-weakly compact infinite subset of M. Let 
a be a c-weak cluster point of {eB„n}, then-for each positive integer i and any G-in-
variant normal state Q, there is an increasing sequence {«J of positive integers such 
that een"'^ egn"' (¡V j), and 
for each i. Since £> (e®"') = £> (e„;) — 0 (/' — <»), we have Q(a)—0 for each G-invariant 
normal state Q, which implies, by the G-finiteness of M, that a—0. Since 0 is the 
only cluster point of {egnn}, we can take an element e®?' of {e®"} such that |<p(e®?')|<£ 
and this is a contradiction, so Q(cp) is weakly compact in M^. The argument 
followed in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that there exists an element ¿p in Q(cp) 
such that TG(P = <P for all g£G. For any IJ/£MG (predual of MG) let (P£M^ be chosen 
so that (p(c) = \JJ(C) for C£MG and ||<p|| =[|i/'||. For this (P, as above, we can choose 
$ in Q(cp) such that Tg\j/ — iJ/ for all g£G. Next we shall show that the ift is uniquely 
determined by iJ/. In fact, let Q be in Msuch that Q(X) = IJ/(X) for a l l x € M G and 
Q(X9) = Q(X) (g£G, x£M). Let G = Q — and let A = v\a\ be the polar decomposition of 
a ([10, 1.14.4]). Then ( 7 » ( x ) = a(x") = \a\ (xH) = ja! ( ( x O 9 ) = ( 7 > | ) ( x ^ ) = 
= v9~lTg\a\(x) for all x£M. On the other hand, since \\Tg\a\ || =|| |cr| || =||<r|| = | | 7> | | 
and T9|CT|s0, we have | r 9ff(x) | 2s(r 0 |<x | ) (xx*) | | r 9H|| . By the unicity of polar 
decomposition, Tga = a (g£G) implies, that Tg\a\ = \a\, vg'1=v for all g£G and 
| |<T||=|| |ff | | |=|ff|(l)=ff(i;*) = e ( i ' * ) - ^ ( u * ) = 0 (V£MG). Thus Q = <]/. If we apply the 
above argument with i¡/, then we have H l̂l = | |$ | | and if then = i/f(l) = $ ( l ) = 
= ||$|| which implies Put <P^ip = \j/. Then is a positive, linear isometric map-
ping of MG to such that 
(a) T g ( ^ i j j ) = ^ for all g e G , 
(b) (<P* (x) = i¡J (x) for all x f M G . 
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Now denote the transposed mapping of by <PC, then we can easily show that 
4>g is a faithful G-invariant normal projection of norm one from M onto MG. It 
is easy to show the converse assertion. This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k . The last half part of the proof of the above theorem is a slight 
modification of [15, Theorem]. 
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 1. The following lemma is essential 
for our discussions. 
L e m m a 8. Keeping the notations and assumptions in Theorem 1 in mind, let 
{(Pi),be a sequence in M^ such that (p( converges weakly to <pn in M¥. If M is G ~finite, 
then for arbitrary sequence {an} in the unit sphere S of M such that an— 0 (n — 
strongly, we have lim (pi(a9n) = 0 uniformly for i= \,2, 3, ... and for g(LG. 
il-* CO 
P r ô o f . Put cp = 2 (where |<p,| is the absolute value of <p, [10, 1.14.4]). 
Then cp£M+. Let zG(e<p) be the least projection in MGC\Z majorizing ev (the support 
projection of cp), then MzG(e<p) is c-finite. In fact, since zG(etp)£MGnz, we may 
suppose G is a group of *-automorphisms of MzG ( e ^ a n d the fixed subalgebra of 
MzG{e<p) under G is (MGf)Z)zG(e<l>). By Theorem 3, the G-finiteness of Mz°{e<p) 
implies that there is a faithful normal G-invariant projection of norm one from 
MzG{eq>) onto ( M c n Z ) z c 0 g . Thus to prove the above assertion, we only have 
to show that (MGr\Z)zG(e<p) is c-finite. To do this, let e' be the support projection 
of the restriction of cp on M G n Z , then e'^zG(e<p), which implies the a-finiteness 
of (MG f]Z)zG(e(p). An easy calculation shows that (pi{a) = (pi{azG(eq>)) for all i 
and aÇ_M, and hence to prove thé lemma, we may assume that M is c-finite. Thus 
by the G-finiteness of M (Theorem 2), there is a faithful G-invariant normal state 
(G-invariant normal trace) % on M. We define a metric d(x, y) on S as d(x,y) — 
= r((x—;>)*(*—JO)1'2- Then (S , d) is a complete metric space which is equivalent to 
(S, strong topology). For each positive integer /', let 
Hi = {alaeS1, \(pj(a)-<p0(a)\ s e for all j a /}. 
Then Ht is a closed subset of 5 for each / and S— U Hi• Baire's category theorem 
¡=i 
implies, that there exists a0Ç S, a positive number ft and a positive integer j0 such that 
{ a | M ^ l , z((a-a0)*(a-a0))1/2^P}c:Hjo. Since a„-~0 (n—«>) strongly and M is 
finite, the self-adjoint and skew-adjoirit parts of {a„} both converge strongly to Q, 
so that we can suppose that each a„ is self-adjoint. Thus by spectral theory, 
there is a sequence {e„} of projections in M such that e„ —1 (n — °°) strongly and 
| | a„e j | ëe /6 for each «.Thus, by the fact that \\(anen)g\\ = [ |a„ej for each g€G, we 
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• get that 
\(<pj-<pj{c$)\ \{<Pj - e/>0)(^aM)| + \((Pj - <Po){ela9n{\ -<*))| + 
+1(<Pj~ <Po)(0 ~4)a°ef)| + | ( ( P j - <p„).((l - ci)flS( 1 - ef))\ s 
^ E(sup ll^ll) + \(cpj - <p0)((l -e®)a®(l - e®)). j 
Nowput6B(g)=.e®fl0e®+(l-e»)<(l-e»)(6S). Then by the G-invariant of r, it fol-
lows that 
* ( & . ( * ) - * < . № ( * ) - A 0 ) Y ' 2 S T ( ( 1 - E ® K ( 1 - ^ K O - ^ ) ) 1 / 2 + 
+ r ( ( l - e ® K ( l -eg)fl0(l-e,®)) l /2 + T ( ( l - ^ K ^ c O - e ® ) ) 1 / 2 + 
+ T(e®4(l -e®)a0^)1 / 2 ^ 3t(l - e®)1/2 + T(e®aJ(l = ' 
= 3r(l — e®)1/2 + t((1 — e®)a0e®ao(1 — S = 4T(1-e^ 1 ' 8 . 
Since e„ —1 (n — s t r o n g l y , there is a natural number n„(ft) (independent of g£ G) 
such that . t ( (b n (g)-a 0 )*{b n (g)-a ( l ) ) 1 / 2 S4t(1-e„) 1 / 2 <P for all n^n(p). Thus we 
have that 
|(cpj - <p0)(ef>aeg) -f (cpj - <p0)((l - ej)ag(l - <))( 3= e 
for all j^jo, for all g£G and for all n^n0(p). By the same argument as above it 
follows that 
so that there exists a natural number n1 (fi) (independent of gCG) such that 
T((e?aoen~ao)*(enaoen —«o))1/2 — 3T(1 —e„)1/2 < P 
for all n^n^P) . Hence, observing thafe®a0e®£S', we get that 
l («P , -<?>o) (>^o<) | s i e 
for all j=jn, all g£G and for all (/}). Thus combining the above estimates, 
we get • 
| ( ^ -<Po) ( ( l -^ )«2( l -e®)) | 2a 
for all , g£G and n s m a x (flo(/0> n1(P)), which implies that 
/ 
for all g£G and nmax («„(/?), ^ (/?)). Now let K={Tg(<pj-(p0), Tg<p0 
| y= l , 2, 3, l ;g€(/}. Then by the proof of Theorem 3, K is a weakly relatively 
compact bounded subset of the predual M+ of M. Then by [1, Theorem II. 3], there 
is a normal functional \J/ on M such that for every positive number 5, there exists 
a positive number y such that the inequality il/(a*a + aa*)<y (a£ S) implies that 
\T9((Pj ~ <Po)(«)l < <5 
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and 
| (7> o ) (0) | < <5 
for all g£G and j— 1, 2, . . . , j 0 — 1..Since a,,^0 (« — <*>) strongly, take <5=e. Then for 
y determined above, there is a natural number w2(e) such that \jf (a* an+an a*) < y for 
all w£w2(e). Thus it follows that 
' \((Pj~(po)(«?)!< > o K ) | < e 
for all gdG, 7 = 1 , 2, . . . , 7 0 — 1 and for all Hence combining the above esti-
mates, we haVe 
\(Pj(ag„)\ s=e(sup | |^ | | ) + 3s 
i 
for all g£G a n d 7 = 1 , 2, 3, ... and for all ra^max («0(/?)> «i(/0, n2(f})), which implies 
that (pjia^-*0 (« — op) uniformly for g£G and j. This completes the proof. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Suppose M i s C~fini te . If K is any weakly relatively 
compact subset of Mthen {Tgcp\(p£K, g£(j} is also weakly relatively compact. 
In order to prove this, we only have to prove that for every orthogonal sequence 
{en} of projections, lim <p(e^) = 0 uniformly for g£G and q>£K. If not, there is a posi-
n -*- CO 
tive number e such that for. each positive integer k, there are a natural number 
nk gk£G and (pk£K such that 
( * ) * 
By the Eberlein—Smulian theorem ([2], Theorem V.6.1) there is a subsequence {<pkp} 
°f Wk} (&Pt such that (pkp—(p(, weakly (p — for some <p0£MNow e„k 0 
(p — oo) strongly implies, by Lemma 8, that 
<M<P) ^ 0 (p - ' 
uniformly for />=1, 2, 3, ... and g(LG and that 
- 0 ' (p - =o) 
p 
contradicting the inequality (* ) . Hence {Tgcp\<p£K, giG} is weakly relatively 
compact. The converse is clear from Theorems 2 and 3. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
The following corollary concerns another characterization of itniteness of a 
von Neumann algebra ([8], Theorem 1 and the Remark following Theorem 3, more 
precisely, a von Neumann algebra M is finite if and only if for every weakly relatively 
compact subset K of the predual M^ of M, the set {a<p\a£S, cp£K) is also weakly 
relatively compact (where (a<p)(x) = (p(xa) for all x£M). In the proof of this assertion, 
the equivalence of the Mackey topology and the strong topology on S for finite 
algebras [9] plays an essential role. 
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C o r o l l a r y 1. For a von Neumann algebra M to be finite, it is necessary and 
sufficient that for every weakly relatively compact subset K of M¥ (predual of M) 
the set 
{u(pu*\(p£K, u is a unitary operator of M) 
(where (u(pu*)(x) = q>(u*xu) x f M ) is also weakly relatively compact. 
P r o o f . Let It be the group of inner automorphisms of M. Then if we apply 
Theorem 1 to M with U, we can easily show the above statement. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with a group G of * -auto-
morphisms of M. Then M is G~finite if and only if M is G-finite and if and only if 
for every weakly relatively compact subset K of Mt, {Tgcp\(p£K, g£G} is also 
weakly relatively compact. 
P r o o f . If M is (7-finite, then there is a separating set {(px} of (7-invariant nor-
mal states on M. Since <px\Z (the restriction of cpa to Z ) is (7-invariant for each a, 
Z is also (7-finite. Let <P be the center valued trace on M, then by unicity it follows 
that <P(aB) = <t>(a)g for all g£G and a£M. Hence {((pa\Z)o0} is a separating set of 
(7-invariant normal traces on M and (7~finiteness of M follows. The rest of the 
above assertions follows from Theorems 1, 2 and 3. The proof is now completed. 
In particular, in the abelian case, we have a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of invariant measures in ergodic theory, closely related to the theo-
r e m o f HAJIAN a n d KAKUTANI [18 , 19]. 
Let (X, 931, n) be a cr-finite measure space and let G be a group operating on 
the left on X by C—^C. I£X and suppose fi is quasi-invariant, that is, ¡A(SE)=0 if 
and only if n(E) = 0 for Let rs(-) be the Radon—Nikodym derivative such 
that dn(sQ — rs(Qdfi(Q. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. In the above notations, for (X, 9JI, /.() to have a faithful G-invariant 
measure, it is necessary and sufficient that for every weakly relatively compact sub-
set K of L1(X,M, n) (the set of all ¡.i-integrable complex-valued functions on X) 
is also weakly relatively compact in L1 (X, 9Ji, ¡.i). 
R e m a r k . HOPF [4] proved that (X, 9JJ, /J) has a faithful (7-invariant measure 
if and only if (X, 9Jt, n) is Hopf-finite in the sense that if for ¿s^SIl there are count-
able families {£",} in and {g,} in (7 such that 
and E^yjgiEi, then n(X-E) = 0. 
;=i ;=i 
9 A 
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